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Kapiti Aeromodellers' Club Update --- October 2015
RPAS, UAV, DRONE , UFO or WTFWT
Not that long ago, the world was intrigued with what everyone called UFO's. If anyone
reported some unexplained object in the sky it was classed as a UFO (Unidentified Flying
Object) and the media would begin their speculation as to which planet it came from. Now
we have drones, Matt Damon has landed on Mars, and just about anything that flies seems
to get the drone tag. Radio controlled aircraft, for some reason doesn't sound cool anymore.
A drone, in a technological context, is an unmanned aircraft. It may be remotely controlled
or can fly autonomously through software-controlled flight plans working in conjunction
with GPS.
A lot has been said in the media about these, and whether you like them or not, I’m sure
they will be around for a while yet. So, let’s just take care, be sensible and enjoy the
technology. One good thing about them is, they are easy to photograph.

Tarot 680 Pro

The Good:
by
Shahab Forouzandeh

I’ll list all the parts just in case someone out there wants to give it a go, do aerial
photography or just hover around at the field. All parts from Hobby King ... of course
I used Tarot 680PRO Frame with DJI Naza-M Lite Flight Controller GPS Combo – this enables
the pilot to utilise the Naza controller, in case the pilot is disoriented or loses sight and
control of the aircraft – The DJI Naza-M flight Controller is more suited for smaller frames
like the 480, but has proved that it can handle larger frames as well. When it comes to
weather and poor flying conditions, it surely delivers what an inexperienced pilot can ask for
e.g the DJI flight controller can return home (if radio fails) - also can be set for home lock, or
course lock if your lose orientation.
It was a mission to set it up on my Futaba 10C but it is an awesome flight controller.
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Tarot 680 PO HexaCopter Foldring Frame 3K Carbon (KIT)
6 X Afro ESC 30Amp Multi-rotor Motor Speed Controller
(SimonK Firmware) $13.96 ea
6 X AX-4008Q-620KV Brushless Quadcopter Motor – $32.93ea
Tarot 680PRO HexaCopter Canopy Carbon Effect with Fitting Kit
6 X Carbon Fiber Propeller 13x4 Black (CW/CCW) (2pcs) $8.95
2 X Tarot Small Electric Retractable Landing Gear Group Set $14.71
DJI Naza-M Lite Multi-Roto Flight Controller GPS Combo
Other items; Battery at least 4S 5800Mh (12 minutes flying depending
camera and Gimbal)
Turnigy Mobius 2-Axis Gimbal with Tarot Controller and AX2206 Motors
Mobius ActionCam 1080p HD Video Camera Set with Live Video Out
Extension leads, battery straps, Turnigy Pure-Silicone Wire 12AWGb
etc.

$ 120
$ 83.76
$197.58
$15.63
$53.70
$29.42
$168.96

$99
$70

The Bad
by
US Military, et al.

MQ-9 Reaper: General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc.

Power plant: Honeywell TPE331-10GD turboprop engine, 900 shaft horsepower
Wingspan: 66 feet (20.1 meters)
Length: 36 feet (11 meters)
Height: 12.5 feet (3.8 meters)
Weight: 4,900 pounds (2,223 kilograms) empty
Speed: cruise speed around 230 mph (200 knots)
Range: 1,150 miles (1,000 nautical miles)
Ceiling: Up to 50,000 feet (15,240 meters)
Armament: combination of AGM-114 Hellfire missiles, GBU-12 Paveway II and GBU-38 Joint
Direct Attack Munitions
Crew (remote): two (pilot and sensor operator)
Looks like this one needs a bit more than the average Futaba or Spektrum transmitter, and I
don’t think that any of these parts are available from Hobby King.

and...

The Ugly
Article from TransPower
sent through by Alistair Haussmann
Recently, a UAV got stuck in one of our 220 kV transmission lines and there was an incident
last week on Northpower's network as well.
Details about the incident are below - the main message to take away is that UAVs shouldn't
be operated near electricity assets!
The incident on our 220 kV line
A UAV lost communications and automatically returned
to base. During its return journey (part of an unmanned
aircraft's settings), it struck the 220 kV RoxburghIslington transmission line, approximately 5km from
Waimate.
The owner of the UAV didn't try to retrieve the drone,
but contacted us immediately and stayed at the site.
A live line crew was dispatched and, after undertaking
switching to put the line into a safe configuration, were
able to recover the UAV - three hours later. The
transmission line was kept in service to avoid potential
power outages and disruption to the area.
The UAV owner did the right thing by getting in touch
with us to help us identify and resolve the problem.
Our advice to UAV operators to use their aircraft well
away from high voltage transmission lines and
substations, as they have the potential to put the
public, our staff and contractors at risk and disrupt
power supply.

For further info on the operation etc of drones etc.
http://www.caa.govt.nz/rpas/

The Presidential Podium
Another month. More wind and rain. I sometimes wonder just when it will go away.
The Velox I purchased from Don has been a great flyer, but I’ve broken 2 canopies. The first
was put down to age and being brittle from the sun. The 2nd was brand new. Showing Don
the new Hobby King CF undercarriage I dropped the canopy on the garage floor and it
broke. Selotaped together, but was able to purchase another only 2 weeks after receiving
the previous one!
Lots going on behind the scenes, with Ross and his team getting a lot done around the club
house. The committee have a number of ideas for major projects, which will be put before
the club in the near future.
Warner is also applying for a community grant from the council to help with some of what
we are doing. Community grants are up to $1,000.00 and the council have $37,000
available. If we don’t ask, we don’t get.
Thanks for those who responded to the ‘sell the astro turf’ survey. For me, this is a very easy
way to gauge club support. By simply putting a rule on the subject line of mail being
received, replies go to their own folder, making it very easy to track them. Hence the reason
for asking people to ‘reply’ to the email sent, as the subject line is already set up.
Unfortunately we are again without a secretary. Colin has had to pull the pin due to ill
health. This leaves us quite exposed really. Going forward, we have some challenges and I
can’t do it all. It’s been 6 months and we haven’t found a secretary. We can muddle through
to the next AGM, but we must have somebody then. Couple this with the fact that both
Terry and Brendan will be standing down due to other commitments, we run the risk of not
having an operating committee unless people step forward.
It’s inconceivable a club this size cannot put a working committee together.
Please give it some thought on how YOU can contribute. It surely isn’t all about taking!
Recently I redesigned the menu structure of the website and James has now finished putting
this in place. The content for some of the pages is now also under review. Please peruse and
if you have any ideas, let me know.
Lastly, thanks to Don for the great newsletters coming out. What will make it easier for Don
is for members to contribute photos, article etc. So, if you have something, get it to Don.
Let’s hope we have better flying this month!!
Steve.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The following is a report from Steve regarding new fencing arrangements. Please read it
carefully as it will be implemented soon. Although Steve and Warner negotiated on behalf
of the Club it appears that this had been decided between the QE park Management and
the farmers prior to the new farm lease being signed . No doubt this will have an impact on
our activities , however we need to stay positive and see how it works out. Thanks to Steve
and Warner for meeting with the new farmers and stating our concerns.
New Farm management
Warner and I have now met with William Beetham of Beetham Pastoral and Drew Brown,
the new farm manager for QEP. As has been noted previously, the new farm management
are a beef and lamb finishing operation and will therefore be running both sheep and cattle
on QEP. The area around our strip is apparently ideal for lamb finishing and earlier in the
week was sprayed to kill off the current pasture and will very soon be planted with plantain
which I believe is a herb type of plant which works very well for finishing sheep. With these
changes, it is obvious that our electric fence will not keep sheep out!
Changes to the current fencing will be put in place.
The Eastern boundary of our strip will be permanently fenced. Whilst we argued this fence
would be best situated further East (foot of the dunes) than currently exists, it is a fact of life
that they pay for the use of that strip of land.
The North and South end of the runway will be fenced differently, with a fence that can be
lowered when there is no stock present.
Changes to the fence lines will also be made to the South where we have the 2 gates. We
should end up with one gate.
The fence around the back of the club house will be redone as a sheep proof fence. A hot
wire will continue to be run over the fences, but the power for that will be supplied by the
farm. (That will allow for cattle to be run in the area as required). We will still have an
isolating switch to be able to turn it off. (We will therefore not need to maintain our own
electric fencing).
So whilst these changes are not ideal (mainly the eastern boundary fence), the North and
South fences will still be able to be lowered when there are no animals there. There is still
some discussion on fence type.
When there are no animals in the area, the fence can be left down until animals are brought
back. In other words, we will not be raising and lowering it on a daily basis.

The very large area that this will become, will also be broken into 1 or 2 smaller units with
cross fencing (up and over the hill) and sheep rotated. I gathered rotating sheep through
these cells will be reasonably regular.
I do not know at this time for what continuous periods sheep will be adjacent to our strip.
Recovering lost models from the farm.
It is necessary to put a protocol in place to manage people crossing the farm.
We have agreed at this time that the larger paddock that the club field fits in, is open to
modellers.
The boundaries for this are:
The outer fence behind the club house.
The Northern boundary fence adjacent to the cycleway.
The Southern boundary fence where our padlocked gate is.
Eastern boundary. If you stand at the top of the sand dune opposite the club house and look
down into that gully, the boundary is the fence that runs North/South along that gully.
If you need to go outside of this area, then simply send a txt to the Farm Manager stating
the intention. The contact details for the farm manager and the Park ranger are on the
notice board in the clubrooms.
William will be drawing up a plan for us and drafting a full protocol that will be kept in the
club house.
Other Farm matters.
I’ve pointed out to the Farm manager (Drew Brown) that if he challenges any person on the
farm and they claim to be a member of the club, they should be able to show their
membership card or be vouched for by anybody back at the Clubhouse.
(They have been struggling with a lot of members of the public crossing the farm).
Farm management and Park management have contact details also for the club and I’ve
asked that any issues be raised sooner rather than later so they can be dealt with.
Both William and Drew are very favourable to supporting our activities and there are no
issues around the rally and making sure they have no stock in the area etc. or any other
activity we wish to undertake at some time, providing we give them reasonable notice
Steve.

Club Trainer
The club trainer was set up on the new club radio, and with its new power from a .46
Magnum Pro, kindly donated by Ross Monk it was all ready to go. After some fine tuning of
the engine, I was out of excuses and time to head for the skies. As luck would have it, the
engine flamed out just as I left the strip. Result was, a hard landing just to the North East of
the strip, ripping out the nose wheel and firewall . Closer investigation showed that the new
engine sits a lot higher than the previous one and is not drawing fuel through like it should .
All has since been repaired, and I have handed it over to Steve who will do some engine
mount mods when he gets some time, then some further engine tuning and test flying.
I have had this quote for a while, can't remember where I got it from, but somehow knew
that I'd have use for it one day.
"Ever since the beginning of flight, pilots have been taught to keep in some small corner of
their aviator's toolbox the thought that maybe, just maybe, something will someday require
them to land in a way and at a place not of their choosing" ... ??
The intention of getting the trainer going again is so that if we have a visitor that looks
really keen, we will be able to offer them the opportunity to " have a go". If an instructor is
present they can get the trainer out and take them up for a trial flight. It is not intended to
be used as a replacement for a student's model, however it can be used if a student's model
is grounded for any reason .

Club Trainer - Almost good to go again

Indoor Flying... by Roger White
Thanks to all the regulars who have made this season a success - financially and fun wise.
What did we have on the court all at once last week ? An aeroplane, a heli, a quad and dare
I say a car !!! Whose high speed Subaru was it ?
Someone had to poke a stick to get their 3Der out of the basketball hoop . It's okay-he was
a guest and treated us to some impressive 3D flying-bounced of floor, wall, hoops and kept
going. Oh, I almost forgot-had a couple of mid airs also !!!!!
We have had our adventures--being locked out, basketball hoops retract failing and
restricting airspace, carpet on the floor. ( Ed's note, So seems like they have the same issues
with their retracts ... just like our models. )

Some of the regulars...
making the indoor flying worthwhile.

Indoor squadron...
not sure about the Subaru though!
The indoor flying season is over for this year, and with daylight saving ,hopefully we will see
you guys at the strip.

Roving reporter... Andy Avgas
I still get some random e mails from Andy Avgas, they seem to appear in my inbox like
mushrooms popping up at night. This week he sent through these photos. I had them
checked out with the clubs new "facial recognition " software , and it came back with a
99.5% probability match to our own aerobatics ace, Steve Alexander. Looks like he could be
planning, or dreaming about his next mission.

Club Nights:
3rd Tuesday of the month. Paekakariki Surf Club. 19h30.
Club nights are a great way to catch up on some gossip , get to know new members , ( and
some old ones) and find out who is doing what. We try to either get someone to talk about
their adventures (not always flying) or projects . When we can't get a speaker/presenter,
there is always a show and tell opportunity . There is always something new to learn in this
hobby.
I’d like to encourage you to come along, the weather is improving, so it’s not as cold
anymore , besides, where else in town can you get a free biscuit and a cup of coffee or tea.
If you have anything that you would like to share, let a committee member know and we
will get you your very own spot up front.

Club night September roundup
Ron Nichols , gave us a fashion parade to show off what club clothing is available. He also
ran through the prices of the various garments. Orders are subject to small minimum
quantities.
If you would like to order any clothing, Ron will be the man to contact. Prices of clothing
may vary slightly, and stock levels change. All have small logos on the front . Large logos on
the back where appropriate are another $14
Jacket
Lined Polar Vest
Polo Shirt , short sleeves
Bucket hat
Peak Caps

$62
$48
$37
$25
$21

( 1 Large jacket in stock)
( 1 in stock)
( 5 in stock)
( 5 in stock)

Don Lynn, went through what is involved with doing a model inspection. It is a club rule that
all models be inspected prior to their maiden flight, or after a major crash. This was done in
two parts and included what pre-flight checks should be done. They are both similar, except
that the first inspection is to be carried out by a model inspector, and the pre flight is done
by yourself to check all systems are functioning as they should. Thanks to Alan Johns for
supplying a model ( Fourstar 60) to use for the demonstration.
The inspections are a vital safety check so please get your model inspected before you take
to the skies for the first time, and after that, don't forget the pre-flight checks.
Ross Monk has typed up a “inspection" sheet which will be useful to go through when you
are getting your model ready to fly. I'll send that out next month , and we'll leave some in
the clubhouse.
Steve Hutchison, presented a slide show of photos taken around the club and included
photos of some very good “restoration/rebuild ” projects that he has done. Looks like he is
not scared to take on a challenge.

New Technologies
My current job involves the design of equipment, plant and machine parts. (Hence my
interest in new design and fabrication methods) We make use of water jet as well as laser
cutting for aluminium and steel and have also had several parts made from 3D drawings on
CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled ) machines. This type of fabrication involves the
removal of material (subtractive manufacturing) usually from a solid billet or from partly
welded parts which are machined later. There is a lot of wasted material with this type of
fabrication.
So enter the game changer !
3d printing …aka …Additive Manufacturing. The New Industrial Revolution
Additive Manufacturing covers a wide range of technologies, including;


Laser sintering: This is where a powered metal or material is fused using a laser or
electron beam. The unused powder is reused .Meaning there is virtually no waste.



Fused Deposition Modelling: Picture this as a computer controlled hot melt glue
gun, laying down layers upon layers until the model is built. Most home 3d printer
models use this method.



Stereolithography: This process takes place in a tank. A computer controlled UV
laser draws the first layer of the design onto a thin surface of ultraviolet (UV) curable
thermoset polymer liquid resin, which hardens where struck by the UV laser. The
part is then lowered to a depth corresponding to the section's thickness, a layer of
liquid resin is spread across the platform and the next cross section is drawn directly
on top of the previous one and they bind together. This is repeated until the part is
finished.

GE recently announced that the Federal Aviation Authority has cleared their first 3D printed
part to fly. The housing for a compressor inlet temp sensor was fabricated by GE Aviation,
using laser sintering, and will be retrofitted to over 400, GE90-94B jet engines on Boeing 777
aircraft.

3D Printed Compressor Inlet Temp Sensor …Images from GE Website

GE Aviation has also announced it will open a new $100 million assembly plant in Indiana,
USA, to build the world’s first passenger jet engine with fuel nozzles produced by Additive
Manufacturing (3D Printing) technology. The company stated that additively manufactured
fuel nozzles will be used in its new LEAP engine, a joint venture between GE and France’s
Snecma, which will enter service in 2016 and already has 6000 confirmed orders valued at
$78 billion. The new plant will be based in Lafayette, Indiana, and will employ around 200
people by 2020. GE will operate an advanced assembly line equipped with automated vision
inspection systems, radio frequency parts management and other new technologies
designed to improve production. Each LEAP engine has 19 additively manufactured fuel
nozzles which are five times more durable than the previous model.
Additive Manufacturing allowed engineers to use a simpler design that reduced the number
of brazes and welds from 25 to just five. GE also reported that the engine incorporates a
number of next-generation materials including heat-resistant ceramic matrix composites
(CMCs) and breakthrough carbon fibre fan blades woven in all three dimensions at once.
The CMC parts help with weight and heat management. They are two-thirds lighter than the
metal equivalent and can operate at temperatures 20% higher than their metallic
counterpart, at levels when most alloys grow soft.

3D Printed Fuel Nozzle …Image from GE Website

Couple links if you are interested. Pretty good stuff.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=l0SXlkrmzyw

http://www.gizmag.com/ge-fires-up-all-3d-printed-jet-einge/37448/

Upcoming Lectures at the Hutt City Library.

Drones: friend or foe?
Hutt City Libraries is holding an exclusive lecture series on drones in October.
Experts and local technology leaders are coming together to provide insight into the future
of drones, and uncover how the technology could soon be part of New Zealanders’ everyday
lives.

Drones in International situations
Wednesday 7 October, 7-8pm
How are drones being used in international military situations? Are they being used by our
military? Learn how drones are used in deployment overseas.

Airspace, Privacy and Liability of Drone use
Wednesday 14 October, 7-8pm
What are the rules when flying drones? Are there any restrictions about flying a drone in
your neighbourhood or in a commercial area? Learn about liability, drone use and what you
need to be aware of before getting behind that control.

Drones in Agriculture and Horticulture and the Commercial World
Wednesday 21 October, 7-8pm
Learn how Ministry for Primary Industries is using drones to manage pests and diseases.
What are drones being used for commercially in New Zealand.
All lectures are free and held in the Little Theatre (Next to the War Memorial Library). Arrive
early to secure a car park!
http://library.huttcity.govt.nz

Buy, Sell, Swap:!!
If you have anything that may fit into this category, let me know. I’ll place ads in the
newsletter as required. Please include contact details so members can contact you directly.
No commercial ads.

For Sale:







4 x NEW Futaba T8FG NiMH transmitter batteries.
7.2v 1800mAH, size 130mm L x 34mm W x 17mm D
These have been cycled and produce over 2000mAH
Price $50.00 each
This is half the cost if they are available here.
Please contact Ross Monk 04 292 8818.

Getting the A into G !!
If you haven't been down to the strip for sometime, or the weather has dampened ( pun
intended) your enthusiasm, now is the time to get the dust off the models and come on
down. The weather should be improving and with daylight savings the evenings getting
longer .There is plenty of space and lots to talk about .. Hope to see you at the strip soon.

And.... that's that for another month .
Lots to take in this time, but let's keep flying, and remember,
"If you push the stick forward, the houses get bigger. If you pull the stick back, they get
smaller. That is, unless you keep pulling the stick all the way back, then they get bigger
again"

Cheers
Don

